English
In English, we will be reading the story Mama Miti. The
children will elaborate on the narrative, adding their own

Science

They Made a Difference
Year 6 Term 3

The children in Year 6 will be learning more about light.
As part of this, they will make detailed investigations of

twist to the story to give it an adventurous element.

shadows, using their conclusions from this work to

They will then write their own newspaper articles about

create shadow puppets. The children will also study

the problems that arise in the story.

Value of the Term: Love
Learning to Learn Skill: Creative

Maths

Thematic Curriculum (History and Geography)

In maths, the children will apply their understanding of

Whilst focusing on inspirational people, we will be

fractions to make links between decimals and

describing how some of the events and people studied

percentages. We will then move on to measures, where

from the past can affect and influence life today. We

the children will need to apply calculation skills to

will be using maps, atlases and google earth to locate and

convert between measures.

compare places in the world, including looking at the
similarities and differences of where we live and where

RE
Following on from our previous science topic (evolution),

reflectivity and learn about the dangers of UV light.

Malala was brought up. The children will reflect on how
they can make a difference in their own lives and the

PSHE

impact this could have. We will focus on how individuals

focus on the Christian creation story in genesis. They will

Throughout Term 3, the children in

have used our learning to learn skills to succeed.

also weigh up how well humans are responding to taking

Year 6 will be reflecting on their

responsibility for the earth, taking into account religious

hopes and dreams. We will consider

Health and Well-being (Art, Music, Sport)

how resilience, positivity and

In sport, the children will develop their gymnastics skills.

the children will study different creation stories. We will

and non-religious viewpoints.

motivation can have an impact on

They will also continue to develop fundamental movement

French

these.

In French, we will be learning increasingly larger numbers

Hooks and Experiences

In music, the children will be learning songs and music

The children will be watching a

will lead Y6 to think how music unites and can reflect

and how to talk about ourselves and our family.

Computing

documentary about Malala and we will

This term, the children will have lots of opportunities to

speakers.

research topics online. They will create their own
Powerpoint presentations to share their research with
the class.

be inviting in some inspirational

skills through the use of Real PE.
from a range of countries (from South Africa to Israel)
social change.
In art, the children will be learning about significant
artists and creating art in their style.

